We will consider functions whose domain is a xed nite set N with n elements, n 2; and whose range is included in N. Such a setup occurs in many and very diverse situations. Depending on the interpretation, di erent questions will be asked. The two interpretations we have had mostly in mind are many-valued logic and nite deterministic automata. In the former, the set N consists of n truth values, and the functions are truth functions. In the latter, the set N consists of the states of an automaton, whereas each letter of the input alphabet induces a speci c function: the next state when reading that letter. We will consider two speci c issues concerning functions of the kind mentioned: completeness and complexity of compositions. While the former is fairly well understood, very little is known about the latter. Our starting point is an old conjecture, falling within the framework of the complexity of computations, concerning nite deterministic automata. Variants and generalizations of this conjecture are presented. It is also shown that the conjecture does not hold for functions of several variables.
Introduction
The classical paper by E.F. Moore, 5] , about Gedanken experiments on nite automata, had the general idea to view a nite automaton as a black box and to try to nd out some speci c facts about it by observing what kind of outputs certain inputs produced. Of course, for each experiment, the overall setup has to be de ned explicitly. Suppose you know the structure (graph, transition function) of a given nite deterministic automaton A, but do not know the state A is in. How can you get the situation under control? For some automata, not always, there are words, referred to as synchronizing, bringing the automaton always to the same state q, no matter from which state you started from. Thus, you rst have to feed A a synchronizing word, after which you have the situation completely under control. You can also view the graph of an automaton as a labyrinth, where you are lost. If you then follow the letters of a synchronizing word (and have the global knowledge of the graph of the automaton), you have found your way. This shows the connection with the well-known road coloring problem.
Consider now functions as described in the Abstract. The notations N and n remain xed throughout the paper but later on we consider also functions of several variables ranging over N. A synchronizing word can be viewed as a composition sequence for a constant. Speci cally, this is done as follows. Consider a nite deterministic automaton, without initial and nal states, as a pair (N; F), where N is the state set of cardinality n and F is a set of functions mapping N into N. The set F determines both the input alphabet and the transition function in the natural way, and input words correspond to compositions of functions. We can read compositions from left to right to be in accordance with the customary way of reading input words from left to right. In the sequel it will always be clear from the context in which direction we are reading compositions: g(f(x)) or ((x)g)f.
An automaton is synchronizable if and only if it possesses a synchronizing word. This happens exactly in case a constant function is in G(F), the set of all functions generated by F by compositions. The Cern The problem is closely related to various other problems (road coloring, experiments with automata, structural theory of many-valued truth functions).
The next section presents a more general framework (depth, complete depth) for the study of problems concerning lengths of composition sequences. Whereas completeness is a widely studied and quite well understood notion in many-valued logic, practically nothing is known about the corresponding notion of complete depth. An analogous phenomenon can be observed in group theory. While it is pretty well known when two permutations form a basis of the symmetric group (see 6]), very little can be said about how long the shortest composition sequence for a speci c permutation will be in terms of a given basis. Finding the shortest solution for Rubik's Cube is also a problem about minimizing composition sequences! Section 3 deals with the depth of constant functions. Sections 4 and 5 extend the theory to concern functions of several variables. It turns out in Section 5 that, for this extension, Cern y Conjecture is no more valid.
Depth and complete depth
Consider functions f(x 1 ; : : : ; x k ) as already described in the Abstract. Their variables, nite in number, range over a xed nite set N with n elements, and their function values are also in N. The notation N; n is xed throughout the paper, and we also assume n 3 to exclude special cases. When we speak of "functions", we always mean functions of this kind. To each function is associated a positive integer k, referred to as its arity. This section deals with functions of arity 1 (also referred to as one-place or unary functions). However, the basic de nitions about composition sequences and their length are formulated having in mind also the following sections.
When de ning composition sequences, we start with a given nite set F of functions. Intuitively, a composition sequence is a well-formed sequence of function symbols (letters) from F and variables. Its length is the maximal amount of nested function symbols in the sequence. The variables come from a xed denumerably in nite collection.
Thus, let F be a given nite (nonempty) set of functions. A composition sequence (over F) and its length are de ned inductively as follows. A variable alone constitutes a composition sequence of length 0. Assume that f of arity k ( 1) is in F, and f 1 ; : : : ; f k are composition sequences of lengths r i ; 1 i k: Then f(f 1 ; : : : ; f k ) is a composition sequence of length maxfr i j1 i kg + 1. Nothing is a composition sequence, unless its being so follows by the above rules.
For instance, if F consists of two functions f(x; y) and g(x), then g(f(f(x; g(x)); f(f(x; y); z))) is a composition sequence of length 4. Thus, using a binary function, we obtain composition sequences with arbitrarily many variables. However, in this section we discuss only unary functions. Then the length of a composition sequence equals the length of the word over the "function alphabet" de ning the sequence, and only unary functions will result from composition sequences.
Clearly, every composition sequence de nes a function, the formal definition of the semantics being obvious. We denote by G(F) the set of all functions de ned by composition sequences over F with length at least 1.
(Thus, the identity function is not automatically in G(F); it is included only in case it results as a composition.) If we are dealing with unary functions only, then G(F) can be viewed as the free semigroup generated by F. We are now ready for the fundamental de nitions. Although we consider rst only unary functions, the de nitions are formulated also with the later sections in mind. The notions were rst de ned in 4] (where "depth" was referred to as "complexity") and 10], the extension to functions of several variables being due to 11].
Consider a set F and a function f. The depth of f with respect to F, in symbols D(F; f), is de ned as follows. If f is in G(F), then D(F; f) equals the length of the shortest composition sequence de ning f. Otherwise, D(F; f) = 1:
The de ned notion of depth is relative to a given set F. We now come to the absolute notion of depth. The emphasis will be on unary functions 3 f(x) (because it seems all interesting cases are already thereby exhausted). However, in the rst part of the de nition, the function f is quite general. The depth D(f) of a function f is de ned by the equation
where F ranges over all sets with the property that f is in G(F) The complete depth D C (f) of a function f is de ned also as in (1): The lemma follows immediately because, in a composition sequence, we can remove any part where the function is not changed. For a proof of the following result, see 10]. Many variants of the result appear in the literature, it can also be stated for some speci c functions f.
Theorem 2 There is no polynomial P(n) such that D 0 (f) P(n) holds for all unary functions f. 4 
Depth of constants
We assume that our basic set N consists of the rst n integers: N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng:
Among the unary functions we are especially interested in constants c i (x) = i; for all x and i = 1; 2; : : : ; n:
We use the notation SYNCHRO for the class of all sets F such that at least one of the constants c i is in G(F). where F ranges over SYNCHRO. The other three depths are de ned in exactly the same way, except that F ranges over sets of unary functions in SYNCHRO, over complete sets, and over complete sets of unary functions, respectively. Thus, the notions introduced do not deal with the depth of an individual function but rather give the smallest depth of a constant, among the constants generated. Similarly as SYNCHRO, the notions depend on n. The nite deterministic automaton de ned by the following table has the state set N, and two input letters a (a ects a circular permutation) and b (identity except sends n to 1). 
Thus, Conjecture 1 is actually open only as regards the upper bound.
On the other hand, the automaton de ned above is the only automaton (when isomorphic variants are disregarded) known to us which is de ned for an arbitrary n and which reaches the lower bound. Thus, (n ? 1) 2 seems to be a rare exception for the length of the minimal synchronizing word for a nite deterministic automaton, the length being "normally" smaller. This We now consider an example which shows that, for n = 3; we have D(const) > (n ?1) 2 and even D C (const) > (n ?1) 2 . Results for a general n will be obtained in the next section. We consider now the depths D(F; g), where F consists of one function only, namely, the She er function f(x; y) de ned by the table  2 2 1  1 3 3  1 2 1 (We have chosen a She er function di erent from the ones presented above.)
Since F is complete we conclude that, for any function g,
We now determine the depths of all 27 functions of one variable. Each function is represented by its value sequence. Thus, 231 is the circular permutation (123) which is obtained as f(x; x): Since f(f(x; x); f(x; x)) = 312; f(x; f(x; x)) = 231; f(f(x; x); x) = 121;
we know all functions with depth 1 or 2. The following table, based on an exhaustive search, gives all functions with depth at most 3. The sources are ordered pairs: the target results by applying f to the elements of the pairs. 2's) in the de nition of f are in the rst and third columns (resp. rows), the second (resp. rst) component in the source of 111 (resp. 222) cannot have the number 2 in its value sequence and, hence, must be of depth at least 4, which shows that all constants are of depth at least 5.
Continuing the 
Forcing long composition sequences
We denote by F 0 the set consisting of two functions g(x) and f(x; y), where g(x) is the circular permutation (1; 2; : : : ; n) and f(x; y) is de ned by f(x; y) = x except f(n; 1) = 1:
Thus, for n = 4, the value sequence of g is 2341, and f(x; y) is de ned by the a (1,2) -function. Another application of g would lead to another (1,n)-function, which would contradict again our length assumptions.
Consequently, we must have g n?1 = f(f 00 1 ; f 00 2 ): By the de nition of f and our length assumptions, we conclude that f 00 1 is a (1,2,n) -function.
Continuing in this way, we reach the composition sequence (fg n?1 ) n?2 h, where h is a (1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1)-function. (We have ignored parentheses in the composition sequence.) Obviously, f(x; g(x)) is the shortest composition sequence for such an h. Thus, we conclude that j j n(n ? 2) + 2 > (n ? 1) 2 : Since no other constants are generated before c 1 and it takes n ? 1 steps to get c n from c 1 , we get the lower bound for the depth of c n as claimed in the lemma.
To complete the proof, we still have to show that F 0 is in SYNCHRO.
(The lower bounds do not exclude the case that the depths we are interested in are in nite!) But this can be easily accomplished inductively. We give the explicit construction for n = 4. Denote r(x) = gggf(x; g(x)) and s(x) = f(r(x); f(x; g(x))): Then the constant c 1 is de ned by f(gggs(x); s(x)):
Our nal result is an immediate consequence of the lemma. The result should be contrasted to Conjectures 1 and 2. One can then show by a direct forcing argument that, although F is complete, no constant has a composition sequence of length smaller than 5.
Conclusion
The notion of depth constitutes a very natural aspect of the complexity of a given function with respect to a speci c set of functions. We have introduced several variants of this notion, linking it also together with an old unsolved problem about synchronization in nite deterministic automata. While very little is known about these notions of depth, also synchronizability in general remains to be characterized: no conditions characterizing sets in SYNCHRO are known. Using properties of self-conjugate functions (see 10, 4] ), good examples of sets not in SYNCHRO can be constructed.
